
You want to run a funnel like game (a la DCC), but want to use TBH mechanics.  Well here you go: 

 

Step 1 Roll 1d20 for your Occupation: (this is how you were making ends meet before adventur ing).  

You begin with a weapon and item fitting of that Occupation.  Weapon damage is 1d3/1 for Improvisation or 

Unarmed. 

 
Optional Rule: Once the character is level one, any action (skill) that you can justify would be part of your  

Occupation , add +2 to your Ability score for that rol1.  

Roll 

1d20 

Occupation Weapon Item 

1 Farmer (choose 

what you farm) 

Pitch fork Pig 

2 Miner Pick axe Canary in a cage 

3 Guard Short sword Shield 

4 Lamplighter Pole Lantern 

5 Rat catcher Short spear Bag of dead rats 

6 Merchant Cudgel Bag with 2d20 

gold 

7 Constable Longsword Leather armor 

8 Grave digger Shovel Grave dust 

9 Barkeep Heavy mug Flask of whiskey 

10 Dog breeder Whip Dog 

11 Fisherman Fishing spear Fishing pole 

12 Porter Walking stick Bag of rocks 

13 Insect breeder 

(choose insect 

you breed) 

Dagger Box of insects 

14 Carpenter Saw Toolkit 

15 Vicar Dagger Holy water 

16 Town drunk Mace Small cask of ale 

17 Con artist Dagger Vial of poison 

18 Cultist Ceremonial 

blade 

Creepy hood 

19 Scribe Heavy book Vial of ink and 

quill 

20 Race* Fitting weapon 

for race 

Ancestral relic 

* choose available race available according to GM.  This is race as class- if only 

humans allowed 

Step 2 Roll 1d20 for Interesting  

Trinket: This is something you’ve  

acquired as a lowly squishy meat bag:  

1) incense; 2) holy water; 3) healing   

potion; 4) smoke stick; 5) family      

heirloom; 6) small water clock;            

7) compass; 8) lock of beloved’s hair;   

9) double-sided coin; 10) flask; 11) coin 

from far away land; 12) treasure map; 

13) poem from renowned poet; 14) your 

mother’s necklace; 15) music box; 16) 

book full of nursery rhymes; 17) nice 

silk shirt; 18) clay jug; 19) vial of  

poison; 20) silver dagger  

 

Step 3 Hit Points: You begin with 4 

HP.  When you increase to level one 

only add starting level Hit Dice, do not 

add +4.  

 

Step 4 Rolling Stats: All stats are 

rolled when they come into play for the 

character.  Want someone to attack, roll 

3d6- that’s now your strength.  Dodge 

an arrow- roll 3d6- that’s now your 

Dexterity.  At the end of the session roll 

for any stats not generated during play.   

 

Step 5 Survive!:  If a character  falls to 

zero HP, they are dead.  There is no  

rolling for OofA.  



Step 6 Crossing the Finish Line: Make it to the end of the session.  Whatever  character  you have left  

advances to level 1.  Choose a class that best fits what has happened to them/fits your vision.  If your character 

is a race, choose the race as class (if there is more than one available).  If you have more than one character, 

choose one and make them level 1.  The remaining characters are hirelings that remain at 4 HP.  They may or 

may not adventure with you – and if they do it ain’t for free!  They gotz to get paid!  

 

Step 7 Weapons: The character  is pr oficient in whatever  weapons your  class gr ants as well as whatever   

weapon you’ve used predominantly during your level zero adventure!  If you use a mundane item for the 

whole adventure, choose a weapon that makes sense (i.e. a scribe’s heavy book would be considered a club or 

mace). 

 

Step 8 Campaign Time: Move on to level 1 campaign time! 

 

Thanks to DCC for the awesome rules and all the love I’ve had with funnels.  Thanks to Adam 

Muszkiewicz for the kick ass generating stats through play idea!  Thanks David Black for TBH.   
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https://plus.google.com/u/0/101464641684194071353

